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Follow-up discussions

Goals:
• Get your opinion
• Go more in depth
• Set priorities

1. Short presentation of prepared topics
2. Possibility to propose your own topics
3. Poll (importance and participation)
4. Selection of 1-3 “favorite” topics
5. Invitation for follow-up discussions will be sent to all participants and subscribers of mailing lists
1. Affiliation Chooser

How should it look like to support your use cases?

Topic proposed by Dominique Petitpierre, UNIGE
Mo. 14.6. 14:00 - 14:45
edu-ID Personal Identity

• Context: extend application to allow access to non affiliated people
• Use case: entry exam for the faculty of Translation and Interpretation; some candidates are already affiliated
• Unintended consequence: affiliated people can use two identities, linked identity or personal identity
• Issue: can cause duplicates, missing important attribute (e.g. matriculation number), user confusion.
• Proposal: option in resource registry to prevent the choice of the personal identity if a compatible linked identity is available
2. Organisation Administration Portal

What are the most important features to add?

Topic proposed by
UNIBE/SWITCH
Mo. 14.6. 15:00 - 15:45
3. Incident handling

How could it be improved?

SWITCH edu-ID: Total loss of connectivity

Sub services (2)
- edu-ID Login
- edu-ID Account
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4. Extended Attribute Model

Should it be redesigned?

Topic proposed by SWITCH
Th. 17.6. 10:30 - 11:15
5. Linking and Syncing

Are new methods required?

To link an AAI identity to your SWITCH edu-ID first select the AAI organisation where you have an identity, then click on the login button and authenticate at the selected organisation.

ETH Zurich

Topic proposed by
PH Zug/SWITCH

We. 23.6. 14:00 - 14:45
6. Authentication Methods

New authentication / 2-step-login methods?
Authentication parameters?

edu-ID login
Accept?

Topic proposed by
UniL/SWITCH
We. 23.6. 15:00 - 15:45
Additional topics

Would you like to propose a discussion topics?

Please tell us now (video or chat)
Polls (3 min. time)

Select:

a) Up to 3 topics we should focus on
b) Up to 3 topics you would like to discuss

1. Affiliation Chooser: How should it look like to support your use cases?
2. Organisation Administration Portal: What are the most important features to add?
3. Incident handling: How could it be improved?
4. Extended Attribute Model: Should it be redesigned?
5. Linking and Syncing: Are new methods required?
7. .....
The favorite topics

1. ...
2. ...
3. ...

We will send invitations for the corresponding follow-up discussions